New news from the Carligto crew
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Dear Friends of El Carligto,
With the new year now in full swing, we’re hoping to see you in the coming months. We have
some exciting news to share with you in the meantime!

Best Rural Escape in Spain
We’re truly excited and proud that Cortijo El Carligto has been nominated again for 2020 to the
Conde Nast Traveler Gold List, for best rural escape in Spain. In 2019 we managed to WIN that
category so we’d love to pull off a repeat! You can help by voting for us on the Traveler.es website
(you’ll have to complete the full survey, but we appear in the third category).

Experience Flamenco Andaluz
Meanwhile, we are launching a new immersive Flamenco experience that can be planned
according to tastes and wishes. Guests can opt for private Flamenco dance and guitar lessons,
live performances both at the property and at a local Flamenco bar, or more academic approach
to Flamenco traditions and techniques, plus many more experiences. You can find more
information on our website: Flamenco at Carligto

Yoga and Welness

Gourmet Getaway

We now also offer private, individual Yoga
training sessions and full private or group
Yoga retreats for the new year: Yoga at
Carligto

We continue to develop and refine our
culinary offerings with various itineraries and
packages, as well as our team of Seven
Chefs available for private service and
cooking courses at the property.

Romantic Escape
We were also recently featured in Condé Nast Traveler with a special offer for Valentine’s Day that
the lovers amongst you might like to get in on with a last minute escape.
Please do reach out if you have any questions or would like to enquire about a stay at El Carligto
in 2020. Mention this newsletter and we’ll throw in a free welcome dinner and help you design
your own gourmet getaway at the Carligto estate.
Best wishes from the entire Carligto crew!
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